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WHAT IS A 
HISTORY 

HARVEST?

A digital archive that 
contextualizes material culture, 
a material culture that belong 
with their owners—both the 
analog and digital versions of 
the materials—as a way to 
expose histories that were 
hidden or erased from the 
dominant historical narrative.

“We believe that our 
collective history is more 
diverse and multi-faceted
than most people give credit 
for and that most of this 
history is not found in 
archives, historical societies, 
museums or libraries, 
but rather in the stories that 
ordinary people have to tell 
from their own experience 
and in the things –
the objects and artifacts -
that people keep and collect 
to tell the story of their lives.”

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
https://historyharvest.unl.edu

https://historyharvest.unl.edu/


WHAT IS 
MINIMAL 

COMPUTING?

... “minimal computing” 
[refers] to computing done 
under some set of 
significant constraints of 
hardware, software, 
education, network 
capacity, power, or other 
factors.”
http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/about/ IU Bloomington October 2019.

http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/about/


HISTORY HARVESTS & MINIMAL 
COMPUTING
“... the term enunciates an architecture that is its self-diagram, 
and this image becomes structural and programmatic. I believe 
that architecture should be that. The home must be a structure of 
agreements. A factual connection between needs, materials, 
technology, urban regulations and social conditions.”

Ernesto Oroza. “Architecture of necessity.” 
http://architectureofnecessity.com/about/

“… minimal computing does not stand as a universal call, but 
rather as a localizable space for new questions and practices …” 

(Gil & Ortega, Doing DH, p. 29) Longtown, Ohio: September 2019. Photo by Jazma Sutton.

http://architectureofnecessity.com/about/


https://iubhistoryharvest.github.io

Identity through Objects

Exploring the ways in which faculty and 
students maintain their socio-cultural 

identities on a college campus, away from 
home and/or away from the cultural groups 

that anchored their upbringing.





ENGAGEMENT & LABOR

The History Harvest process included: 
• IUB community
• H301 Students ran the process
• Other IUB students contributed artifacts
• IDAH/CRESS staff and graduate students advised as needed



ENGAGEMENT & LABOR

From Sign-In To Sharing
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REPLICATION & “MINIMAL 
MAINTENANCE”

• A simple Google Form
• A basic CSV spreadsheet
• Sticky labels and markers to keep track 

of objects lent for processing
• Auto-generated markdown files
• Iterative updates to a Github-based 

repository
• A static Jekyll-based site generator

• The “mess of development”
• Versioning and editing
• Choices affecting publication of 

content as the generated, static site
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DIY & “MINIMAL EXTERNALS”
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ARCHIVE & ANALYSIS

https://iubhistoryharvest.github.io/stories/Networks.html


